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Abstract
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The framework of dynamical systems offers powerful tools to understand the relation
between stability and variability in human cognition in general and in speech in particular. In
the current paper, we propose a dynamical systems approach to the description of German
nuclear pitch accents in focus marking to account for both the categorical as well as the continuous variation found in intonational data. We report on results from 27 native speakers
and employ an attractor landscape to represent pitch accent types in terms of f0 measures
in a continuous dimension. We demonstrate how the same system can account for both the
categorical variation (relative stability of one prosodic category) as well as the continuous
variation (detailed modifications within one prosodic category). The model is able to capture
the qualitative aspects of focus marking such as falling vs. rising pitch accent types as well
as the quantitative aspects such as less rising vs. more rising accents in one system by
means of scaling a single parameter. Furthermore, speaker group specific strategies are
analysed and modelled as differences in the scaling of this parameter. Thus, the model contributes to the ongoing debate about the relation between phonetics and phonology and the
importance of variation in language and speech.
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The question of how phonology, with its categorical representations, and phonetics, with its
continuous signals, relate to each other has been a central topic of debate in recent years. It has
long been the prevalent view that mental representations of speech sounds are best conceptualised as symbols and discrete rules or constraints operating on these symbols, and that the result
of this discrete computation is translated into a continuous signal, i.e. an acoustic output produced via articulatory movements. However, there is accumulating evidence that the categorical and continuous aspects of speech are deeply intertwined, and many researchers have
suggested that it is fruitful to think about how continuous traits can be incorporated into our
models of mental representations, e.g. [1–7]. This view complements a more general trend in
the cognitive sciences that dispenses of the computer metaphor of the mind [8–11] and
acknowledges the continuity of cognitive processes [12–14].
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One of the main motivations in the fields of phonetics and phonology for integrating categorical and continuous representations is that a great deal of detailed variation is processed in
the production and perception of sound patterns. This variation is ubiquitous across many
aspects of speech and constitutes a significant part of the memory of a speaker. The important
role of variation in both production and perception indicates that mental representations of
phonological forms are continuous in nature and/or extremely detailed [1], aspects that symbolic abstractionist models are not able to capture. An interesting example is the phenomenon
known as incomplete neutralisation where subtle acoustic differences between voiceless and
devoiced final obstruents have been reported, e.g. [15–18]. These subtle but robust differences
cannot be accounted for by a purely categorical approach. Hence, continuous phenomena do
not only play a role in the realisation of sounds, but categorical abstractions and continuous
details have to be integrated to capture the complexities of the cognitive side of speech production and perception.
In the domain of prosody, it has been a long-term endeavour to identify the categorical and
continuous components of intonation. One of the greatest difficulties in this quest is that the
native speakers’ intuitions about intonational contrasts and their associated meanings are not
as clear as they are for lexical contrasts [19]. This situation makes it hard to distinguish
between categorical and continuous uses of phonetic dimensions. For example, a nuclear pitch
accent–the part of the pitch contour on and around the most prominent word in the phrase–
can be characterised by the relative height of its f0 peak in comparison to the immediate context, a phonetic dimension also known as target height. This dimension plays a role in the distinction of pitch accent types, e.g. for H� and L+H� in the transcription system ToBI for
English [20,21], but is also reported to be used in a gradient way to achieve prosodic prominence associated with emphasis [22] and contrastive focus [23]. If the phonetic differences are
small and subject to gradient variation, it is difficult to argue that they should be represented
as different accent categories. Although many transcription systems maintain pitch accent
types with subtle differences, like H� and L+H� in the aforementioned ToBI [20] and GToBI
[24], the uncertainty associated with the distinction is reflected in higher inter-transcriber disagreements for these pitch accent types [21]. Again, we can observe that the boundary between
what can be considered strictly categorical (interpreted as pitch accent type), and what can be
described as continuous (interpreted as phonetic detail) is blurred. Rather, the encoding of
communicative functions appears to involve both categorical and continuous uses of the same
phonetic dimensions.
In addition to variability within categories, there is also a great deal of variation in the frequency of occurrence of these categories, both across different speakers as well as within the
same speaker. For example, one pragmatic function might be expressed by one intonation contour type most of the time, but can also be encoded by an alternative intonation contour type
in a minority of cases. Likewise, the same pitch accent type might be used for multiple functions. These findings have motivated a distributional view, where statistical tendencies of
form-function mapping have been attested (for English: [25,26]; for German: [27,28]; for Italian: [29,30]). The idea that distributions are essential for phonological models has also been
incorporated into probabilistic versions of Optimality Theory [31,32] which hypothesise statistical patterns of different constraint rankings or numerically weighted constraints. In general,
the finding that the mapping between form and function appears to be probabilistic is in line
with the aforementioned hypothesis that the mind works in a continuous manner and simultaneously passes through multiple states that have different probabilities of being the state with
the highest activation [12].
In sum, we can identify two types of variation: continuous variation characterised by
detailed phonetic differences within one phonological category and categorical variation
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characterised by a probabilistic mapping between categories and functions. These terms are
closely related to the concepts of “physical gradience” and “statistical gradience” coined by
[33] referring to [34]. In his discussion of the two types of variation, [33] states that, at least in
prosody, the two types of variation are often difficult to distinguish, as both are frequently
used to achieve the same linguistic goals and even occur in symbiosis. An example of how continuous and categorical variation go hand in hand is the study of [35] that investigates the distribution and realisation of pitch accents. The results suggest that the mapping between focus
types and pitch accent types is not one-to-one, as already reported in [27]. Instead, there are
general tendencies for certain pitch accent types to occur more frequently with certain focus
types, for example H+!H� accents with broad focus, H� accents with narrow focus and L+H�
accents with contrastive focus. Fig 1 (adapted from [35]) shows examples of f0 contours of the
three pitch accent types from this study annotated by trained labellers: In the case of H+!H�
(top), the f0 contour reaches its maximum before the accented syllable (shaded area) and falls
throughout the syllable. In the case of H� (middle) and L+H� (bottom), the contour rises
throughout the syllable. The rising movement is shallower in H� compared to L+H� . [35]
show that there is variation in the phonetic parameters within each pitch accent category and
that this variation is related to focus types. Importantly, variation within the boundaries of the
categories appears to mimic variation across category boundaries: For example, some speakers
primarily use the shallower H� in narrow focus and the more rising L+H� in contrastive focus.
Others use H� for both functions, but increase the magnitude of the pitch movement in contrastive focus as compared to narrow focus.
It is exactly this symbiosis of the two types of variation that the framework of nonlinear
dynamical systems is particularly well suited to capture. While dynamical systems are
completely continuous, they usually have stable states, called attractors, which can be considered as analogues to phonological categories [5,6,36–38]. Yet, these categories are directly
implemented in the phonetic space. A dynamical system can have more than one attractor and
varying attractor strengths, accounting for the fact that the system produces probabilistic categorical variation. In other words: The system might settle in one stable state most of the time
but still be able to settle in another stable state in a minority of cases. Furthermore, it can
exhibit variation around the attractors as well as modifications of the attractors, leading to continuous variation. Another interesting property of dynamical systems is that subtle, continuous
variation in the parameters defining the system can introduce a qualitative change in the
attractor landscape: A small adjustment in the parameters can cause an attractor to vanish or
another to emerge [6]. Crucially, dynamical systems can be used to model sound patterns of
language without requiring a strict separation of phonetics and phonology. Hence, there is no
need for a translation or interface between the two [5,7]. Instead, phonetics and phonology are
conceptualised as a single system and can thus be modelled in a single formal language. In this
formal language, both the categorical and the continuous are direct outcomes of the system.
The use of dynamical systems appears natural considering the endeavours of many researchers
throughout the last years to account for the observation that phonological categories and fine
phonetic detail are closely interrelated.
An example for a successful application of dynamical systems theory to problems in phonetics and phonology is the model of [6]. Their approach shows how one system can account
for continuous variation by slight shifts of the attractors, as in the case of incomplete neutralisation in German, and for the influence of continuous variation on categorical variation by
tilts of the attractor landscape, as in the case of vowel harmony in Hungarian. Another interesting example is the work of [39] who applies attractor landscapes to prosody in second
language acquisition. The process of acquiring a prosodic pattern is construed as the development of an attractor landscape. By using this model, it becomes clear how categories gradually
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Fig 1. Examples of f0 contours: Three different nuclear pitch accent types from [35]. Top: Falling accent H+!H� .
Middle: Slightly rising accent H� . Bottom: Rising accent L+H� . The shaded area marks the accented syllable of the
target word.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g001

emerge in the learner’s language and why the interlanguages of learners with different proficiency levels exhibit different proportions of categorical realisations.
The current study proposes a dynamical systems approach to the description of German
nuclear pitch accents in focus marking to capture both the categorical as well as the continuous
variation found in the data. The paper aims at contributing to the ongoing debate about the
relation between phonetics and phonology and the importance of variation in language and
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speech. It pays tribute to the broader perspective of the mind as a continuous system in which
fuzzy, graded boundaries are the rule rather than the exception [12].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction into dynamical
systems and attractors. Section 3 presents a large data set on German focus marking elicited in
an interactive production study and gives a modelling account of the intonation data in a
dynamical system. This section also sheds light on speaker-specific differences and how they
can be accounted for in the outlined modelling approach. Section 4 discusses the experimental
results and the modelling, and is followed by a conclusion in section 5.

2. Dynamical systems and attractors
At the heart of dynamical systems theory lies the observation, most probably first made by
Newton and Leibniz, that the world can be described in terms of differential equations [40].
Differential equations give us a powerful formal tool to determine where something is moving
to, or in other words, what the state of a system will be at a point in the future. Consider the
simple differential equation in (1), its graph is shown in Fig 2.
FðxÞ ¼

x
2

ð1Þ

The variable x is the current state of the system. What the equation tells us is in which direction and how much the state of the system will change in the future. Suppose, for example, the
current state of the system is x0 = −0.5. The change can be calculated by plugging this value
into the function F: F ð 0:5Þ ¼ ð 0:5Þ
¼ 0:5
¼ 0:25. We can now add this value to the current
2
2
state to get the next state: x1 = (−0.5)+0.25 = −0.25. Next, we can use this new state to calculate
the change in order to get to the following state: F ð 0:25Þ ¼ ð 0:25Þ
¼ 0:25
¼ 0:125. Thus,
2
2
x2 = (−0.25)+0.125 = −0.125. As can be presumed from these first little numerical examples,
the value of x is going to move closer and closer to zero. And indeed, this is what Fig 3 reveals:
with each time step, the system gets closer to zero.

Fig 2. Graph of the function F(x) from (1).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g002
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Fig 3. The evolution of the states of the system given by the differential equation in (1) starting with x0 = -0.5.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g003

Fig 4 shows what happens if we start with a value of x0 = 0.3, i.e. a positive value of x instead
of a negative value like in the first example. In this case, the values become increasingly small,
also trending towards zero–just like in the first example. The point x = 0 in this example system is called an attractor because it “attracts” the state of the system. The system is gravitating
towards this point as time unfolds.
An attractor is a type of fixed point. Fixed points are those points of the system where the
differential equation describing the system equals zero. The system in this example only has
one stable state, but dynamical systems can exhibit multiple fixed points. Fixed points can be
stable or unstable. While stable fixed points are called attractors, unstable fixed points are

Fig 4. The evolution of the states of the system given by the differential equation in (1) starting with x0 = 0.3.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g004
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called repellers. Repellers exhibit the opposite effect of attractors: The system moves away
from them. When we look at the graph of the differential equation in Fig 2, we can visually
grasp why the system is moving towards the attractor at zero: Remember that as we move
through the system we add the change in x to the current value of x to get the next state. When
we start with a negative x, we get a positive value from F(x). Hence, we add a positive number
to get to the next state and so x becomes larger. When we start with a positive x, we get a negative values from F(x)–so we add a negative number to get to the next state and x becomes
smaller. Regardless of the first value of x, in this system all paths will continually approach
zero.
The differential equation F(x) is often called the force function [40]. The layout of attractors,
often called the attractor landscape, can also be described by the potential energy function
which is the negative integral of the force function as given in (2) and shown in Fig 5 for our
example system. Attractors are minima in the potential energy curve, in this case we can see a
minimum at zero. The system will always strive to minimise the potential energy. Hence, from
the perspective of the potential energy, it will move towards one of the minima. These minima
are the points where the force function, the first differential of the potential energy, is zero and
hence the slope of the potential is zero. A commonly used metaphor for making the notion of
change towards attractors understandable more intuitively is to imagine a ball or a marble rolling through the attractor landscape [41]. In the case of the potential V(x) from (2), starting at
x0 = −0.5, for example, one can picture the ball rolling towards the attractor at zero. Although
this metaphor is not mathematically entirely accurate, it will be used throughout our explanations to make it easier to grasp the consequences of the theoretical assumptions.
VðxÞ ¼

x2
4

ð2Þ

Dynamical systems have been applied in the cognitive sciences and linguistics to describe a
variety of phenomena, including movement coordination [42,43], categorical perception of
speech sounds [36,44], learning of non-native sound patterns [45], development of cognition

Fig 5. Graph of the potential energy function V(x).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g005
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and action in children [46,47], and organisation of semantic knowledge [48], to mention a few
(for an overview on applications in speech see [49]). One of the most widespread applications
in linguistics is the approach of Articulatory Phonology [50]. In this framework, speech sounds
are modelled as consisting of gestures arranged into scores to build higher forms like words,
with the gestures being defined in terms of a dynamical system.
Other applications use the formal tools of dynamical systems to model the transitions
between cognitive states and the competition between multiple possible states in systems that
have multiple attractors. With more than one attractor, each attractor’s relative strength is an
important feature for the output of the system. Among others, [5,6,36] use dynamical systems
with two stable states to model the contrast between two phonological categories. As opposed
to a purely symbolic account, a phonological category in such a model is an attractor in a
completely continuous system. Depending on how the system parameters are set, one of the
attractors is assigned more strength, to account for the fact that one category is produced or
perceived more frequently.
To illustrate this point, we consider the potential energy of a dynamical system that is given
by the formula in (3). In this equation, the parameter k is the control parameter of the system.
This parameter plays a special role in this dynamical system because the structure of the
attractor landscape depends on its scaling. The graph of the potential energy of the system is
given in Fig 6 with different values for k. When going from the centre, where k = 0, to the right
or to the left, the system shifts from a landscape with two equally stable states to a landscape
with one stable state. To return to our example of the ball rolling in the attractor landscape,
imagine that there are gusts of wind from time to time that push the ball in random directions.
Sometimes the gusts are weak, sometimes they are really strong. In an attractor landscape with
two equally stable states (like the centre of Fig 6, where k = 0), the effect of the random gusts of
wind on both states is equal. In a scenario where the attractor landscape is tilted to one side, so
one of the attractors is deeper, it will be more difficult for the wind to push the ball out of this
deep attractor (for example the left attractor in the left-most panel of Fig 6). While it needs a
really strong gust to push the ball out of the deep attractor, only a small one is needed to push
it out of the shallow opposing attractor. If in a windy environment many balls are put into the
attractor landscape one after the other, the deepest attractor will collect most balls. The wind
in this metaphor represents the general notion of random perturbations, or noise, in dynamical systems. The scaling of the control parameter of the system hence determines how resistant the attractors are to the influence of noise. Noise does not play a marginal role but is in
fact an inherent and significant element of complex systems [51]. To determine the change in
the system that has an attractor landscape like the one shown in (3), we could use the force
function as given in (4). It is the negative differential of the potential, just like in the first simple
example above. However, this time it is a stochastic force function where the term N represents

Fig 6. Attractor landscapes for the same system with different values for the parameter k.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g006
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the influence of random noise.
VðxÞ ¼ x4

x2

kx

ð3Þ

ð4x3

2x

kÞ þ N

ð4Þ

FðxÞ ¼

Attractor models for cognitive processes emphasise the idea that the mind is best characterised as travelling on a smooth trajectory towards more or less stable states [12]. This idea is in
sharp contrast to the traditional conception of the mind working like a computer that manipulates and replaces symbolic representations. During the process of settling in one stable state,
the mind passes through multiple states, rather than exchanging one symbol for the other.
This is why a period is expected in which categories are fuzzy and overlapping before one relatively stable state wins out over the other possible states.
However, this concept of how the mind works does not preclude the concept of the category
per se, it merely updates our understanding of it. A category is not to be understood as a discrete symbol but as a stable state in the continuous landscape of the mind. But, as stated above,
the trajectory might gravitate towards an attractor and not reach it entirely. Moreover, the
influence of noise leads to random fluctuations in the system.
As outlined in the introduction, in the sound patterns of language, and in prosody in particular, categorical and continuous variation often work in the same direction. This finding resonates with the view of the mind as a dynamical system [12–14] and contrasts with a
perspective that conceives of the continuous and categorical aspects of cognition as separate
modules [8–10]. The stability and variation that a dynamical system exhibits is captured with a
formal language that uses differential equations instead of symbols, rules for their manipulation and interfaces between the separate modules. When applied to the specific topic of this
study, the consequence is an approach that views phonetics and phonology as parts of a single
system in which phonological categories–in our case pitch accent types–are represented by the
concept of attractors. Categorical variation on the one hand is explained by the relative stability
of multiple attractors. Continuous variation on the other hand is ascribed to more subtle
changes in the shape or location of one attractor. The general process that drives variation in
the system–be they categorical or continuous–can be the same. In order to be able to shed
more light on the dynamical nature of pitch accent choice and realisation, and to provide a
mathematical modelling account, we conducted a production experiment yielding a large data
pool. Based on these data and the thoughts outlined in the paper so far, we formulate a dynamical model of pitch accent types in German focus intonation that is able to account for the patterns found in our corpus.
The attractors in our model correspond to different pitch accent types. Their relative stability accounts for the categorical variation found in the data. In other words: If one of the attractors is stronger, the system’s output will exhibit more instances of the pitch accent category
associated with that attractor. However, as the relative stability of the attractors is changed, the
location of the deepest point of the attractor basin shifts subtly at the same time to explain the
systematic continuous variation found within one pitch accent category.

3. Experiment and simulation
3.1 Experimental methods
This study was approved by the Local Ethics Committee of the University of Cologne (16–
404). Each participant gave written informed consent before study participation. The research
was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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3.1.1 Speakers, task and speech materials. We recorded 27 German monolingual native
speakers with 3D Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) using a Carstens AG501 articulograph and acoustically using a head-mounted condenser microphone. The EMA data itself is
not reported in this paper as we only deal with the intonation here. The speakers were aged
between 19 and 35 at the time of recording. 17 of them were female, 10 were male. No subjects
with a special training in phonetics, phonology or prosody were included. None of the participants reported any speech or hearing impairments. The actual recording session after the participant had been prepared lasted about 45 minutes including a training session.
The participants were seated in front of a screen and were involved in an interactive game.
They were told that in the game two robots work in a robot factory. One of them likes to hide
the tools. The other one–a bit older and outdated in technology–needs help from the participant to retrieve those tools. In each trial, the participant saw the first robot placing the tool on
an object in the factory room and leaving the scene. The second, older robot entered the scene
but stopped in front of the closed factory door asking a question about the action of the first
robot. Then, after the participant answered, the door opened, the second robot entered the
room, took the tool and left the scene. The questions served as triggers for the focus structure
of the answer and were chosen such that the target word denoting the object that the tool is
placed on could be in background, broad focus, narrow focus or contrastive focus. Table 1 shows
examples for such question-answer-pairs, the square brackets and the subscript F mark the
focus domain. The question was given auditorily and in addition shown as a picture combination in a thought bubble above the head of the robot: the question tool on top of the question
object in the case of background and contrastive focus; a simple question mark in the case of
broad focus; the object and the question word “wo?” (“where?”) with a question mark in the
case of narrow focus. The answers were always given orthographically at the bottom of the
screen, but many participants reported that they were able give the answers without reading
after some trials.
As target words 20 German sounding disyllabic nonce words with a C1V1:C2ǝ structure
were chosen. The words were designed to have stress on the first syllable and all participants
pronounced them as expected. The first consonant was chosen from the set of /n m b l v/, the
second consonant from /n m z l v/. The first, stressed vowel was either /a:/ or /o:/, the second
always schwa. The consonants and vowels were combined such that each first consonant
occurred twice with each first vowel and each second consonant-schwa-combination occurred
Table 1. Example question-answer-pairs to elicit the focus structures. The target word in these examples is
“Wohse”.
Focus structure

Example trigger and target sentence

Background

Q: Hat er die Säge auf die Wohse gelegt?
Did he put the saw on the Wohse?
A: Er hat [den Hammer]F auf die Wohse gelegt.
He put the hammer on the Wohse.

Broad focus

Q: Was hat er gemacht?
What did he do?
A: Er hat [den Hammer auf die Wohse gelegt.]F
He put the hammer on the Wohse.

Narrow focus

Q: Wo hat er den Hammer hingelegt?
Where did he put the hammer?
A: Er hat den Hammer [auf die Wohse]F gelegt.
He put the hammer on the Wohse.

Contrastive focus

Q: Hat er den Hammer auf die Mahse gelegt?
Did he put the hammer on the Mahse?
A: Er hat den Hammer auf [die Wohse]F gelegt.
He put the hammer on the Wohse.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.t001
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four times in the whole set. Special care was taken that the words did not overlap with real German words. Nonce words with this specific constant structure were chosen since the study was
also designed to measure articulator movements using EMA. All words were given with the
female determiner “die”. The target words are given in S1 Table.
Each target word was associated with a fictitious visual object. The participants were presented with all tools and target words in a preparation phase before the training phase and the
experiment and were asked to read the words aloud with the determiner “die” (“die Nohme”,
“die Lahse”, etc.).
In the experimental game, tools are placed on the objects. Each object was hence paired
with a tool to occur with. The tools are given in S2 Table. As there are 10 tools and 20 target
words, each tool had to occur twice. Furthermore, for the background condition and the contrastive condition a competitor tool or object was needed respectively (for the direct object of
the question when the target word was in background: “Did he place X on A?” “He placed Y
on A!”; and for the indirect object of the question when the target word was in contrastive
focus: “Did he place X on A?” “He placed X on B!”). These combinations were fixed for each
participant, yielding 20 quadruples of target object, tool, competitor object and competitor
tool. The competitor object was chosen such that the first consonant or the first vowel did not
equal the first vowel or consonant of the target object. The competitor tool was chosen such
that it differed in the first consonant from the target sentence tool. The 20 quadruples occurred
with all four focus conditions, which resulted in a total of 80 trials. 16 training trials with different object-tool-quadruples preceded the actual experiment session.
The randomisation of the trial order was done using a Python script. Subsequent trials were
not allowed to contain the same target word or tool used in the target sentence. Furthermore,
no three subsequent trials with the same focus condition were allowed. For two subsequent trials with identical focus condition an upper limit was set: In only 15% of the list, two adjacent
trials with equal focus conditions were possible. All 27 participants received different randomised lists of trials.
The scenes, objects, tools, and robots were drawn by a professional book illustrator. The
game was developed as an interactive website using HTML and JavaScript with jQuery to animate the robots’ movements (including arm and mouth movement) and the door movement.
The experimenter, sitting behind the participant, pressed a key on the keyboard to make the
robot move towards the tool and proceed to the next trial. There was a “rescue key” to repeat
the trial in case something went wrong. Between trials, the scenery disappeared and the participant saw areas of changing light colours for four seconds. This was done to detach the trials
from one another to make sure that the focus structure of the target sentence made reference to
the current trial only. Points were counted in the lower right corner of the screen to make the
task more game-like. Fig 7 shows an example of the experiment screen, where the second robot
has just asked its question and is waiting for the answer. The code of the experiment app is available for download: DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.2611287 (http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2611287).
3.1.2 Measures. We measured the tonal onglide of each nuclear pitch accent. The tonal
onglide describes the f0 movement towards the main target of the pitch accent [52]. In autosegmental-metrical phonology, a model of intonation in which pitch accents are represented
as tones associated with stressed syllables [53], a L+H� or H� pitch accent is characterised by a
rising movement up to the target of the H� whereas a H+L� or H+!H� pitch accent is characterised by a falling movement down to the L� or !H� . The tonal onglide captures both the
direction (“rising or falling?”) as well as the magnitude of the movement (“how much is it rising or falling?”). Negative onglide values represent accents that are characterised by an early
high f0 (either in the syllable before or at the beginning of the accented syllable) and a falling
movement towards or throughout the accented syllable. Positive onglide values, on the other
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Fig 7. Example screen from the experiment during a trial with contrastive focus condition. (Image by Isabel
Schwegel and Simon Roessig, CC-BY 4.0).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g007

hand, represent accents with a lower f0 at the beginning and a rise within the accented syllable
towards a high f0 target.
Two labellers with a training in prosody worked together on a consensus annotation of the
data in Praat [54]. The labellers did not know the intended focus structure of the sentence they
worked on. In the rare cases of disagreement, the labellers discussed the contour until they
found a consensus transcription. In all cases, the labellers were able to find a solution rapidly.
First, all utterances were identified in which the speaker did not place the nuclear pitch accent
on the target word. This group of utterances comprised more than 99% of background condition productions as well as a minority of productions from the other conditions. Since these
tokens do not have a nuclear pitch accent on the target word, it is not possible to do an onglide
analysis. Because only less than 1% of the utterances in background condition exhibited the
nuclear accent on the target word, we decided to exclude this condition completely for the purpose of this study. It should be noted that the deaccentuation of background targets was
expected. Second, the labellers judged perceptually whether the nuclear pitch accent was falling
or rising. Third, the beginning and the end of the onglide movement were manually identified
within a three-syllable-window including the accented syllable, the syllable before and the syllable after. Fig 8 gives a schematic depiction of the onglide measure for both rising and falling
accents.
In the case of rising accents, a local minimum just before the rising movement was labelled
in the pre-accented syllable or the accented syllable itself as the beginning of the onglide movement. A local maximum right at the end of the rise was labelled in the accented syllable or the
post-accented syllable as the end of the movement.
In the case of falling accents, a relatively high point right before the falling movement was
labelled in the pre-accented syllable or the accented syllable itself as the beginning of the
onglide movement. Since the pitch is usually falling through the syllable in a falling accent and
hence a pitch target is virtually impossible to determine, the middle of the vowel was marked
as the end of the accentual movement.
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Fig 8. Schematic depiction of the onglide measure for rising accents (top) and falling accents (bottom).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g008

To avoid the influence of micro-prosodic effects, labels for low points (i.e. the beginnings of rises) were exclusively labelled in vowels. Labels for high points (i.e. the beginnings
of falls and the ends of rises) were placed in voiced consonants only in some clear cases.
This procedure is conservative in so far as voiced consonants are generally said to lower the
f0 [19]. Thus, putting high targets in voiced consonants can only lead to less extreme, more
centralised onglide values. In addition, the labellers avoided placing f0 labels in the first
milliseconds after the release of a stop, as this region is known to be affected by micro-prosodic influences of consonants as well [55]. Onglide measures were extracted using Praat
and the difference in semitones between the beginning and the end of the onglide movement was calculated. The data set of onglide values as well as the software used to analyse
the data is available online: DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.2611316 (https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.2611316).
In addition to the exclusion of those tokens without a nuclear pitch accent on the target
word, a minority of cases had to be excluded due to mispronunciations or strong disfluencies.
All in all, the data set comprised 1554 onglide values. This number seems rather low given that
80 utterances were recorded from 27 speakers each (27 speakers x 4 conditions x 20 targets = 27
x 80 = 2160). However, the nuclear pitch accent placement on the subject in the background
condition was anticipated in the design. Thus, only 60 utterances of each speaker (3 conditions
x 20 targets) were expected to bear a nuclear pitch accent on the target word, i.e. 1620 in total
(27 speakers x 3 conditions x 20 conditions).
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3.2 Results
Fig 9 shows the onglide distributions for all speakers together for each of the three focus conditions as violin plots. In the plots, it is already possible to see the differences in the distributions:
Broad focus seems to have a bimodal distribution with strong modes on both sides of zero,
with almost equal numbers of rises and falls; narrow focus has a clearly asymmetrical bimodal
distribution with more rises than falls; contrastive focus has even fewer falling pitch accents
and almost exclusively rising pitch accents.
A closer inspection of the data reveals that the speakers differ quite substantially in their relative pitch ranges. While some speakers talk in a lively manner, others are rather subdued.
While an onglide value of +5.5 semitones might be quite extreme for a speaker with a mean of
+3 semitones for rising onglides, the same value might not be extreme for a speaker with a
mean of +5 semitones for this type of accent. This leads to a substantial skew in the data.
Because speakers are going to be analysed together here with a dynamical model that produces
near normal distributions as outputs and because the exact values of the individual speakers
are not the main interest, we can use a log transformed scale here. [The data (denoted here by
Y) is transformed in the form sign(Y) � log(abs(Y+1)), i.e. the absolute values are log transformed after adding a constant, the result of the transformation is then multiplied with –1 or
+1 to retain the original sign of the value. The constant has to be added because log yields negative results for values greater than 0 and smaller than 1. Using the absolute value and restoring
the sign after the transformation has to be carried out because log is only defined for positive
values. Values of 0 did not exist in the data set.] Fig 10 gives the results after the normalisation.
The main pattern in the data is preserved with the normalisation, but the symmetry of the distribution in broad focus comes out even clearer now. Table 2 gives the raw counts and proportions of falls and rises for each focus condition.
Besides the differences in proportions of falling and rising onglides, one can observe in the
violin plots that the distributions shift slightly to the right when going from broad to narrow,
and finally to contrastive focus. This means that the rising onglides become increasingly high.

Fig 9. Distributions of raw onglide values pooled across all speakers in semitones. Negative values indicate falling
accents, positive values indicate rising accents.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g009
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Fig 10. Distributions of normalised onglide values pooled across all speakers.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g010

This phonetic variation happens in addition to the difference in the distribution of falling and
rising pitch accents. To assess the shift of the distributions numerically, we calculated the
median of the rising onglides, i.e. we took only the distributions of values higher than zero. Fig
11 presents the results. A step-wise increase of the median can be observed from broad to narrow, and from narrow to contrastive focus.
We analysed the results using a Bayesian linear mixed model in R [56] with brms [57] that
implements an interface to Bayesian inference in Stan [58]. We report the estimated differences between focus conditions in terms of posterior means, 95% credible intervals, and the
probability of the estimate being greater than 0. Given the data and the model, the 95% credible intervals indicate the range in which one can be certain with a probability of 0.95 that the
difference between estimates can be found (note that these probabilities are not p-values). To
calculate the differences between focus types, we subtracted the posterior samples for broad
focus from narrow focus (narrow–broad), narrow focus from contrastive focus (contrastive–
narrow), and broad focus from contrastive focus (contrastive–broad).
The model includes the log transformed onglide as the dependent variable, focus type as a
fixed effect, and random intercepts for speakers and target words as well as by-speaker slopes
for the effect of focus type. As the distribution of the dependent variable is bimodal, we use a
prior for the predictor that is characterised by a mixture of two gaussian distributions centred
around -0.5 and 0.5 respectively. The model estimates the parameter theta that represents the
extent to which the two gaussian distributions are mixed. For this parameter, we use a prior
centred around 0. Differences in theta indicate the differences in the proportions of the two
Table 2. Numbers and proportions of falls and rises in the three focus types.
Focus Type

Falls

Rises

Broad

240 (47.0%)

271 (53.0%)

Narrow

115 (21.9%)

411 (78.1%)

Contrastive

47 (9.1%)

470 (90.9%)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.t002
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Fig 11. Medians of the rising normalised onglide distributions for the three focus types pooled across all speakers.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g011

modes in the onglide data. The model runs with four sampling chains of 3000 iterations each,
with a warm-up period of 1500 iterations.
Given the model and the data, the analysis yields differences in the posterior probabilities
^ ¼ 1:33; 95%
for the mixing parameter theta between broad focus and narrow focus ðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ, narrow focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 1:61; 95%
CI ¼ ½0:64; 1:94�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ, as well as broad focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 2:94;
CI ¼ ½0:52; 2:62�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ. In all cases, the estimated differences are positive indi95% CI ¼ ½1:65; 4:16�; Prðb
cating a growth of the right mode from broad to narrow focus, from narrow to contrastive
focus, and from broad to contrastive focus.
To assess the differences between the focus conditions regarding the rising distributions,
we investigate the mean estimates of the right gaussian sub-distribution. There are differences
^ ¼ 0:06; 95% CI ¼
in the posterior probabilities between broad focus and narrow focus ðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ narrow focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 0:08; 95% CI ¼
½0:04; 0:09�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ as well as broad focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 0:15; 95%
½0:05; 0:11�; Prðb
^
CI ¼ ½0:11; 0:18�; Prðb > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ. In all cases, the estimated differences are positive indicating that the model estimates the rises to become increasingly large from broad focus to narrow
focus, from narrow focus to contrastive focus, and from broad focus to contrastive focus.
In the next section, we turn to a dynamical systems approach that accounts for the changes
in the proportions of the categories (rising and falling) and the phonetic realisation of the rises
(increase in magnitude of rises).

3.3 A modelling account
For the modelling, we use a dynamical system with two attractors, assuming two types of pitch
accents: falling and rising. However, this is not to say that there are only two nuclear pitch
accent types in German in general. The two pitch accent types can be represented by an
attractor landscape with two stable states, one for falling and one for rising accents–similar to
the one shown in section 2 and used by [5,6] and [36] among others. The x variable of our system represents the tonal onglide. Remember that a negative onglide value indicates a falling
accent, while a positive onglide value indicates a rising accent. The system chosen here to
model an attractor landscape for falling and rising pitch accents is given by the potential
energy function in (5) and the force function in (6) (the constant model parameters were chosen by trying out different pairs of values such that the model is able to simulate data in the
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range of the measured data–they may not be optimal but the correspondence to the real data is
quite good as will become clear later). Fig 12 shows a graph of the potential energy V(x) and
force F(x) when k = 0. It is clear to see that the system’s potential energy has a symmetrical
shape with two identical valleys on the left and the right side of the zero-line. Thus, for k = 0,
the system’s state can equally gravitate towards falling or rising pitch accents.
VðxÞ ¼ 18x4
FðxÞ ¼

ð72x3

kx3
3kx2

7:5x2
15xÞ

ð5Þ
ð6Þ

As shown in the introductory section on dynamical systems (section 2), the attractor landscape can be altered by scaling the control parameter k. It can be tilted to the left or the right
side to gradually increase or decrease the strength of one of the attractors. The outcome of the
system for different values of k can be tested via simulation. The simulation lets us evaluate the
predictions of the system and gain insights into how well the model can project the real data.
We use a simulation method that is inspired by the software accompanying [5], the code is
implemented in R with parts in external C++ code. The source code is available for download:
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.2611316 (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2611316).
The simulation operates on the force function formulated in (6) as the negative derivative
of the potential energy function and shown in Fig 12 (right panel). It starts at a randomly chosen state and iterates in small time steps over the function using a stochastic version of the
Euler method [59]. This method calculates the change of the system at the current state x and
adds it to that state to get to the next state, just like shown in the introductory example above
with the parabola shaped potential energy function. After a fixed period of time, i.e. a fixed
number of small time steps, a single simulation run stops and the current state is registered as
the result. This procedure reflects the fact that cognitive processes unfold in time [12,47,60]
but the time window is not indefinite, in reality it is probably extremely short. For the sake of
simplicity, the simulation implements a time window that always has the same length. The
step size is chosen sufficiently small for the Euler method to produce accurate results. Crucially, during each step of the simulation, Gaussian noise from a normal distribution with a
mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 is added to the result since noise is a ubiquitous component of complex systems [5,51]. By adding noise, the simulation results represent the

Fig 12. Potential energy function V(x) from (5) and force function F(x) from (6) for k = 0.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g012
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stability of the attractor: Noise pushes the system away from its current state. The more stable
an attractor is, the smaller the influence of noise on this state. In other words, when the system
is close to a stable attractor, the probability is high that it will stay in the basin of the attractor
despite the noise. On the contrary, when the system is near a less stable attractor, it is more
likely to be pushed away from the attractor’s basin–eventually ending up in the vicinity of the
more stable attractor. The simulation is run for 2500 data points and with a random initial
state in each of the 2500 simulation runs. A single simulation run corresponds to a speaker
producing one nuclear pitch accent.
Fig 13 shows how the simulation results will look for different values of the control parameter k. The figure shows the simulation data for three different, rather extreme values of k: -6, 0,
and 6. The three panels on the top show the attractor landscapes in terms of potential energy
functions. The bottom panel gives the simulation results in violin plots for these three k values.
It can be seen how the system develops from being tilted to the left to being tilted to the right
when k is increased. When k is negative, the left attractor is more stable, thus the system will
settle most often in this attractor basin, yielding most of the data in this region. Conversely,
when k is positive, the right attractor is more stable and the system will settle in this attractor
basin most often. Interpreted as a hypothetical system for intonation, with k = -6 the system
will produce almost only falling pitch accents, with k = 6 it will produce almost only rising
pitch accents, while the two pitch accent types are equally likely for k = 0.
Note that we have chosen values for k with rather extreme distances in this example. More
subtle changes of the control parameter will result in more fine-grained differences of the system’s outcome: Fig 14 shows potential energy functions and simulation results for k = 3 and
k = 6. The horizontal lines show the medians of the positive portions of the distributions,
dashed and red for k = 3, solid and blue for k = 6. Although the distributions for the two k values look quite similar having predominantly values on the right side, we can observe two
important differences of the system’s outcome here: First, for k = 3 the simulation produces a
slightly higher proportion of negative values, i.e. the system settles more often in the left
attractor. Second, the medians of the positive portions of the distributions (only values higher
than 0) are different with the results for k = 6 having a higher median than the results for k = 3.
The two examples illustrate how our dynamical system can reproduce two important aspects
of the intonation data presented in the results section: changes in the proportions between two
categories and more subtle shifts in the continuous distribution within these categories.
Having set up the model and the simulation method, the question arises which values for
the control parameter k best model the data of the three different focus types. The question
can be answered by calculating how much the distributions of the real data and the simulated
data for a given k differ. The smaller the distance, the better the value for the modelling. We
have shown that the distributions of the focus types differ in two respects: (1) the balance of
the distribution, quantified by the ratio of counts of rising and falling, and (2) the location of
the rising (or positive) portion of the distribution, quantified by the distribution median. As
shown above in the two simulation examples, the model is able to capture both of these aspects.
Hence, these criteria are used to calculate the distance between the real data under scrutiny
and the simulated data.
We use this method to iteratively find the most plausible k value. For each possible k in a
range between -5 and 10 with a step size of 0.1, data is simulated with the model. Ten simulations are run for each k and, as stated above, each simulation run results in 2500 data points.
The simulated data for all potential k values within the interval are tested against the real data.
For each potential k, the two distances corresponding to the two criteria outlined above are
calculated: (1) the absolute difference of the ratios of counts of falling and rising accents for the
real data and the simulated data; (2) the absolute distance of the medians of the rising accents
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Fig 13. Illustration of the simulation with different values for k. The first three panels from the top show the
potentials for different values of the control parameter k. The lower panel gives the simulation results for these
parameter values.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g013

of the real data and the simulated data. Since 10 simulation runs are performed for each k, the
means for both the ratios and the medians of the rising distribution have to be calculated for
the data of the 10 simulations for comparison. This is done to achieve a robust estimate of the
simulated distributions, since the simulation includes random noise. For each potential value
of k, the absolute distances of the two sets are added for each k respectively. The k value associated with the minimum of these added distances is chosen as the winning candidate. S1 Fig
shows the added distances for each tested k for all focus types.
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Fig 14. Another illustration of the simulation with different values for k. The first two panels from the top show
the potentials for different values of the control parameter k. The lower panel gives the simulation results for these
parameter values. The horizontal lines give the medians of the positive portions of the distributions, dashed/red for
k = 3, solid/blue for k = 6.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g014

Fig 15 shows the results of the simulation using the outlined method. The attractor landscape described by the energy curve is given, along with the simulation results. It turns out
that broad focus accents can overall be best modelled with k = 0.3 while narrow focus
accents are best modelled with k = 3.3 and contrastive focus accents are best modelled with
k = 5.4. Comparing the results to the violin plots of the real data (Fig 10), it can be observed
how the simulation captures the change in the proportions of rising and falling onglides by
tilting the attractor landscape to the right with higher k values and thereby stabilising the
right attractor. The increase in the control parameter also results in higher distribution
medians like shown in Fig 16. This pattern resembles the pattern found in the medians of
the real data, cf. Fig 9.
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Fig 15. Attractor landscapes and simulated data for broad, narrow and contrastive focus with the best fitting
values for the control parameter k. The first three panels from the top show the potentials for the three focus types.
The lower panel gives the simulation results.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g015

3.4 Modelling speaker groups
With the dynamical model for pitch accents established, the question arises as to whether all
speakers use the mechanisms of the system in the same way. Even with as few subjects as five,
[35] could observe different strategies among the speakers: One group used qualitative variation–i.e. falling vs. rising–to differentiate between focus types. The other group used rising pitch
accents only but produced more subtle quantitative variation in the magnitude of rising onglides,
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Fig 16. Medians of the rising simulated onglide distributions for the three focus types.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g016

with narrow focus having larger onglides than broad focus, and contrastive focus having larger
onglides than narrow focus. To assess these differences in the present data set, we grouped speakers according to their overall pattern of pitch accent productions. Group 1 consists of the 11
speakers who use falling onglides in more than 33% of the cases overall. Group 2 consists of the
16 speakers who use up to 33% falling onglides overall. Note that, in principle, it would have
been possible to model each speaker separately. However, a single speaker contributes a maximum of only 20 utterances per focus condition (utterances were sometimes missing due to technical problems or mispronunciations). As the calculation of k values proves to be far more
reliable with more data points, this more coarse-grained division into groups was preferred.
In Fig 17, the log-transformed onglide distributions of the two groups are shown: left for
group 1 and right for group 2. For group 1, the distributions of broad, narrow and contrastive
focus are more distinct: In broad focus, falling accents are most frequent; in narrow focus the
distribution of falling and rising onglides is almost symmetrical; in contrastive focus there is
only a small number of falling accents. For group 2 the distributions are less distinct: Rising
onglides are predominantly used in all three focus types, although there is a small number of
falling accents in broad focus and an even smaller number of falling accents in narrow focus.
Fig 18 presents the medians of the rising onglide distributions for the two speaker groups.
For both groups, the medians increase when going from broad through narrow to contrastive
focus, indicating that rising onglides become higher. In addition to this main trend, the medians for group 2 are higher overall than those of group 1.
We repeated the same Bayesian analysis as before for each speaker group separately. The
structure of the model remained constant. For group 1, given the model and the data, the
analysis shows that there are clear differences in the posterior probabilities for the mixing

Fig 17. Onglide distributions of group 1 (left) and group 2 (right).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g017
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Fig 18. Medians of rising onglide distributions for the two speaker groups.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g018

^ ¼ 0:95; 95% CI ¼ ½ 0:01; 1:89�;
parameter theta between broad focus and narrow focus ðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:96Þ, as well as broad focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 1:51; 95% CI ¼
Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:94Þ: The model also yields evidence for a difference in the mix½ 0:27; 3:25�; Prðb
ing parameter between narrow focus and contrastive focus but this evidence is weaker with a
^ ¼ 0:56; 95% CI ¼ ½ 1:14; 2:12�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:76Þ. All in all, the analprobability of 0.76 ðb
ysis shows that the mixing parameter is different between the focus types with the right mode
growing from broad to contrastive. Narrow seems to be closer to contrastive but still lies in
between the two focus types.
Regarding the estimates of the rising sub-distribution, the model provides evidence for dif^ ¼ 0:05; 95%
ferences in the posterior probabilities between broad focus and narrow focus ðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:95Þ narrow focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 0:07; 95%
CI ¼ ½ 0:01; 0:11�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:98Þ as well as broad focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 0:12;
CI ¼ ½0:01; 0:14�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ. In all cases, the estimated differences are positive indi95% CI ¼ ½0:06; 0:19�; Prðb
cating that the model estimates the rises to become increasingly large from broad focus to narrow focus, from narrow focus to contrastive focus, and from broad focus to contrastive focus
for group 1.
For group 2, given the model and the data, there is evidence for differences in the posterior
^¼
probabilities for the mixing parameter theta between broad focus and narrow focus ðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:97Þ, narrow focus and contrastive focus ðb
^¼
1:13; 95% CI ¼ ½0:01; 2:14�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:94Þ, as well as broad focus and contrastive focus
1:31; 95% CI ¼ ½ 0:38; 2:80�; Prðb
^ ¼ 2:44; 95% CI ¼ ½0:70; 4:00�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 0:99Þ. In all cases, the estimated differences
ðb
are positive indicating a growth of the right mode from broad to narrow focus, from narrow to
contrastive focus, and from broad focus to contrastive focus for group 2.
Regarding the estimates of the rising sub-distribution, the model shows differences in the
^ ¼ 0:07; 95% CI ¼ ½0:04;
posterior probabilities between broad focus and narrow focus ðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ narrow focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 0:08; 95% CI ¼ ½0:04; 0:12�;
0:10�; Prðb
^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ as well as broad focus and contrastive focus ðb
^ ¼ 0:15; 95% CI ¼
Prðb
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^ > 0Þ ¼ 1Þ. In all cases, the estimated differences are positive indicating that
½0:11; 0:19�; Prðb
the model estimates the rises to become increasingly large from broad focus to narrow focus,
from narrow focus to contrastive focus, and from broad focus to contrastive focus for group 2.
We used the same method to find the appropriate k values for the focus data of the two
groups. In S1 Fig, the distances between the real data and the simulation results are shown for
each potential k for both groups. The simulated onglide distributions and dynamical system
potential energy curves are shown in Fig 19. The left panels show the potentials and simulated
data for group 1, the right panels show the same for group 2. The results indicate that group 1
can be best modelled with k = –3.4 for broad, k = 0.5 for narrow and k = 3.4 for contrastive
focus. Group 2 can be best modelled with k = 3 for broad, k = 6.2 for narrow and k = 8.4 for
contrastive focus. Fig 20 provides the medians of the rising portions of the simulated data. The
general trend of increasing medians with increasing k values from broad through narrow to
contrastive focus can be observed in the simulated data and is consistent with the observed
data, although the steps between the focus types appear slightly larger in the real data compared to the model for both groups. As to the relation between the two groups, our simulation

Fig 19. Attractor landscapes and simulated data for broad, narrow and contrastive focus with the best fitting
values for the control parameter k. Group 1 on the left, group 2 on the right. The first three panels from the top show
the potentials for the three focus types. The lower panel gives the simulation results.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g019
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Fig 20. Medians of the rising simulated onglide distributions for all focus types and groups separately.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g020

is able to capture that the medians for group 2 are higher overall compared to the medians of
group 1.
In this section, we presented the results from a production study with 27 speakers and a
dynamical model that is able to capture the pitch accent patterns found for the productions of
different focus types. The model can account for the qualitative aspects (falling vs. rising) as
well as the quantitative aspects (less rising vs. more rising) in one system by means of scaling a
single parameter. Crucially, it is also able to model group-specific strategies as differences in
the scaling of this parameter.
Fig 21 reproduces the k values for both groups graphically to illustrate the differences and
similarities. Speakers appear to use the potential space of values for this parameter differently:
Group 1 starts low for broad, while group 2 starts high and goes even higher for narrow and
contrastive focus than the other group. Crucially, however, k is always scaled in the same direction, increasing from broad to narrow and from narrow to contrastive focus. Metaphorically,
one could say that speakers turn up the volume of the prosodic system to enhance prominence–a mechanism that results in more prominent pitch accent types when the focus domain
is narrowed (broad to narrow) and when immediate contrast is introduced in the pragmatic

Fig 21. Control parameter values (k) of the two speaker groups.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0216859.g021
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context (narrow to contrastive). But speakers behave differently when they adjust the volume
for their prosodic realisations. Because the control parameter is the input to a non-linear
dynamical system with two stable states, the volume control can result in both qualitative, phonological as well as quantitative, phonetic changes.

4. General discussion
Assuming phonology and phonetics operate at one level, we can use attractors to model both
phonological categories and their phonetic implementation. The basic attractor landscape, in
our model expressed by the equation V(x) in (5) when the control parameter k is 0, can be considered the grammar or phonology. In a given communicative context, a speaker scales the system appropriately to express a particular meaning (in this case, focus type). In our model this
is achieved by the speaker selecting the appropriate value for the control parameter. We have
also demonstrated that different groups of speakers use the scaling of the system differently.
The following speaker group specific patterns can be captured with a single model by using different parameter value spaces:
i. The model is able to capture the behaviour of speakers who make a categorical distinction
(falling vs. rising) to signal focus types. As the mapping between pitch accent categories and
pitch types is not one-to-one, even in these speakers, the model also accounts for the proportions of falling and rising accents.
ii. The model can also account for the patterns of those speakers that use rising accents
(almost) exclusively.
Crucially, the direction of the scaling from broad focus through narrow focus to contrastive
focus is the same in both of the speaker groups.
In sum, although the two groups of speakers differ in their strategies for intonational marking of focus structure, their phonologies do not have to be completely different. Whereas in
symbol-based phonological approaches we need to draw a line between speakers who choose
different accent types and those simply varying phonetic parameters within a specific accent
type, the approach put forward here treats both strategies as the output of the same dynamical
system. The difference is captured simply by varying how each group of speakers makes use of
the control parameter value space.
The model outlined in this paper characterises the form-function mapping of prosody and
pragmatic meaning as flexible. While this mapping is not fixed, some important relations are
always maintained: In the output of the system, higher proportions of rising accents will always
co-occur with slightly larger rises (larger positive onglides). What is more, when two seemingly
very different speaker strategies are compared, the model predicts modifications in the same
direction when going from broad focus to narrow focus to contrastive focus as a consequence
of the scaling of the control parameter (decreasing number of falls, increasingly large rises).
The behaviour of a hypothetical group of speakers that uses falls in contrastive focus but rises
in broad focus, for example, or small positive onglides in contrastive focus but large positive
onglides in broad focus would not be captured by the present model.
The dynamical system used here is in fact a stochastic model. Thus, the data we observe are
viewed as the outcome of a probabilistic process. The aim of this study was to present a possible model for the patterns we observe in the data. This system is certainly not the only possible
model to capture a probabilistic mapping between forms and functions of intonation. Because
the data exhibits two modes, it could as well be treated as the outcome of two independent
probabilistic processes. However, we observe a trade-off between the two modes: When the rising mode grows, the falling mode shrinks. Our model presents one way of explaining this
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dependence as the consequence of a dynamical landscape with two attractors. The attractors
are not independently modulated, their respective stabilities are always linked through the
scaling of the control parameter. While the model is able to describe this trade-off between the
two modes in the data appropriately, this does not mean that it is the only possible way to
explain this pattern of interdependence.
Current approaches to higher order dynamics of prosodic planning have already incorporated prosodic gestures (π gesture,μ gesture) into task dynamics [61,62]. These gestures modulate articulatory gestures relating to vowels and consonants at prosodic boundaries and on
prosodically prominent constituents. They do not modulate parameters related directly to
intonation like the model outlined in this work does. However, it should be emphasised that
the present model is not able to capture all aspects of the production of intonation contours,
especially the biophysical aspects (like task dynamics [63,64], or embodied task dynamics:
[65]; see also [66,67] for specific models of vocal fold movements). The current model of intonation contours is only partial, being restricted to one parameter (onglide). In a full model, the
state space would include all relevant parameters. In principle, a dynamical approach is not
restricted to one control parameter–a full model with all relevant dimensions might also be
characterised by multiple control parameters.
Our work has dealt with modelling of the production of intonationally marked focus structure, but to accurately model communication it is also necessary to take into account whether
listeners perceive the focus structures as they are intended. One of the most interesting questions that arises from this research is whether both speaker groups would be perceived equally
well in a perception experiment. Whereas one might assume that the “categorical” speakers in
group 1 would yield more accurate perception scores, an earlier study by [68] on the perception of intonationally marked focus structures has indicated that this might not be the case.
The authors subjected listeners to focus structures marked intonationally by different speakers.
They found that all speakers were perceived similarly on average with no clear preference for
“categorical” speakers. Moreover, they found interacting speaker-specific and listener-specific
strategies. Thus, the same speaker could be perceived better than average by one listener but
worse than average by another. Future work is needed to investigate how listeners “tune in” to
a given speaker’s productions. Although we showed an attractor landscape for production, it is
also possible to model perception with attractor landscapes. The process of tuning in can be
imagined as incrementally reorganising the attractor landscape based on the speaker’s productions. Which processes facilitate the reorganisation of the attractor landscape is an open question for further research.
Overall, our model is able to account for the behavioural data fairly accurately. However,
there are some shortcomings. For example, the differences between the medians of the group
simulations are somewhat smaller than observed in the real data. It should be emphasised
again that we are only using one phonetic dimension, namely the tonal onglide, to capture the
categorical and continuous aspects of intonation which is clearly an oversimplification. Phonological categories are multi-dimensional [7,69–71], and intonational categories are no
exception (for Italian and German: [72]; for German: [68,73]; for Italian: [30]; for English:
[74], inter alia). The tonal onglide already indirectly captures some of the variation in two
dimensions: the height of the f0 target and a binary measure of the alignment of the peak (falling onglides indicate that the peak is before the accented syllable and the target is fairly low,
rising onglides indicate that the peak is within or shortly after the accented syllable and the target is high). As stated above, as the number of dimensions captured by the model increases, so
will the complexity of the model. With regard to the number of attractors, it is also likely that
more dimensions will contribute to a more complex attractor landscape–leading to a rich
structure within each pitch accent type: While on the level of the onglide we might only need
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two attractors, the level of the alignment might be characterised by three attractors constructing a landscape that could account for a potential differentiation between early, medial and
late peak accents (H+!H� , H� and L+H� ).
The dimensions in which pitch accents vary can be exploited differently by different speakers [72]. [35] looked at tonal onglide, target height and alignment in their data set and showed
that while some speakers make little or no distinction in alignment between three focus conditions (broad, narrow, contrastive focus), they manipulate other parameters (target height,
onglide) to a greater extent. In the current study, we were also able to identify different strategies in the use of the tonal onglide (i.e. group 1 uses falling and rising, while group 2 almost
only uses rising accents). Apart from the other phonetic parameters that characterise pitch
accents, aspects of the prenuclear contour may as well play an important role and need to be
included in a complete modelling account. In addition to multiple dimensions that are associated with the structure of pitch accent categories, focus is also expressed by means of articulatory effort, varying on the hypo-hyper-articulation continuum [27,75–77]. These are also
dimensions that could be integrated into a dynamical account of focus marking.
We have made first steps to model pitch accent types in a dynamical system. In doing so,
we have extended the work on dynamical systems in phonetics and phonology to intonation
research. Our work has applied this theoretical framework as an a posteriori assessment.
Future research can derive hypotheses to test predictions of the model (or a similar model)
and investigate important features of dynamical systems, like hysteresis and bifurcation, to
consolidate the idea of intonation patterns as the result of a dynamical system.

5. Conclusion
This work reported on a controlled production study on German focus intonation and outlined a dynamical model to account for the phonological and phonetic variation found in the
data. The model is able to unify both the categorical as well as the continuous aspects of pitch
accents on one level, and offers a powerful tool to integrate the phonology and phonetics of
prosodic patterns. Future research will explore how the perception of pitch accent categories
can be modelled in a dynamical framework and how the inherent multi-dimensionality of
phonological categories can be incorporated.
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